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Overview of the Paper

• 35% of credit card users repay monthly (“convenience users”)

• Majority (“revolvers”) maintain consistent credit card balances

• This paper: pattern of credit card usage is consistent across
life and business cycles

• Between ages 20-30, credit limits ↑ 450%, debt ↑ 300%.

• Don’t taper credit card debt until age 50 (while also typically

saving on lower interest rate accounts).

• Takeaway: consistency in credit card utilization is a stylized

fact that models should try to hit
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Comments

• I like the paper. It addresses an important issue for models

and policy: how to understand consumer credit behavior?

• My comments focus on data issues and mechanisms behind
their result:

• What can we learn about consumer credit in Equifax?

• How can we reconcile revolvers’ behavior?
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Replication of Time Series Statistics: Card Limit

from: 20m sample of private securitized mortgages-EFX
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Replication of Time Series Statistics: Card Balance
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Replication: Sample of n = 1
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What Can Equifax say on Revolver vs. Convenience?

“We are unable to distinguish between transactors and revolvers —

we only observe the total statement balance and the statement

payment due. So while we can look at the difference in balance

from quarter to quarter, if an individual spends $1000 on their

card, pays it off, and then spends $1000 the following quarter, we

wouldnt know.” – NY Fed

• Persistence of credit card utilization consistent with either:

• Revolvers retain balances, exhibit consistent utilization

• Convenience users have consumption commitments; raise

balances in tandem with increased consumption over life cycle

• Why? Suppose E(ct+1) = N(µ, σ2), set credit limit so

Pr(ct+1 > Limitt+1) < γ

• Would be interesting to see individuals with greater σ with

lower average utilizations
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Revolvers v. Convenience Borrowers

• Paper tries to disentangle further using Diary of Consumer
Payment Choice:

• Half the population hand-to-mouth

• Other half is patient and risk averse

• Convenience users receive interest-free loans

• Model tells us that the revolving population must have high

discount rates and receive lower value from the payment

component of the card

• Is this surprising given their revolving debt usage?
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What Explains Revolvers’ Behavior?

• Marginal propensity to borrow is high for borrowers out of

credit limits (Agarwal et al. 2015, Aydin 2015)

• Broadly, imagine two explanations:

1. Commitment problem

2. Large income smoothing needs

• Empirical prediction: if credit card debt is due to 2) (ie, car

breaking down); expect private returns to be very high

• Appropriate policy response depends on which story is

accurate for more borrowers

• I would push the authors to do more in trying to disentangle

which story is going on
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What Happens in the Event of a Large Shock (Cancer)?

Has Auto Credit Score Card Balance Credit Limit # Revolving Accts

Year -3 -0.0023 -3.07 400.8 209.3 -0.073

(-0.18) (-0.98) (0.73) (0.08) (-0.18)

Year -2 -0.0099 0.76 -209.7 189.3 0.14

(-1.12) (0.37) (-0.68) (0.11) (0.53)

Year +1 -0.0069 -3.01 152.6 1149.1 0.54∗

(-0.89) (-1.69) (0.55) (0.72) (2.62)

Year +2 -0.016 -11.7∗∗ 10.0 1497.0 0.53

(-1.56) (-4.36) (0.03) (0.73) (1.93)

Year +3 -0.0099 -13.9∗∗ 388.4 1663.6 0.15

(-0.84) (-4.55) (0.98) (0.71) (0.50)

N 1339760
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Can These Results Help Explain the Credit Card Puzzle?

“The large life-cycle variation in credit and debt suggests why the

average household has little in positive assets beyond a small

emergency fund and illiquid housing until very late in life: it

generally has substantial and increasing credit, and can save by

paying down debt.” – authors

• But if credit provision through cards is large and increasing;

isn’t need for precautionary savings in the form of liquid assets

lower?
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The Credit Card Puzzle in the SCF

Reducing 1$ of CC Debt (x-axis) with 1$ of liquid assets (y-axis)

results in equivalent “slack” as well as interest savings
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To Conclude

• Interesting paper: establishes some stylized facts on credit

card utilization and nice calibration to think about them

• Understanding how households make consumption choices;

role of consumer credit choices in facilitating consumption

behavior; heterogeneity in the population first order in figuring

out, ie, response to fiscal stimulus

• Behavior of people with credit card balances still puzzling

• Waiting next generation of data on credit card spend to really

clear this up (Equifax: “Trended Data”)
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Thanks

Thank You!
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